
          
 

ProSkill Explained: What is it? How does it work? Why does it matter? 

Everyone understands their lap times and how they are scored each race. However, when you compete in a 
regular Rental Race at GoPro Motorplex, you may also notice a column on your race results called ProSkill. 
Below, we will explain what your ProSkill score is and provide tips to improve your score. 

 
What is my ProSkill score? 

Essentially, your ProSkill score is a “ranking” measurement of your driving ability. Points systems are used in 
many forms of racing to determine the ranking of the drivers throughout the race season — NASCAR, Formula 
One, IndyCar, and many others all use various types of points systems to determine their champions. GoPro 
Motorplex is no different! 

Each of these racing series calculates points differently; however, they all have two things in common: 

1. Everyone starts out the racing season with the same number of points. 

2. The champion of the racing series is the one with the most points at the end of the season. 

Your GoPro Motorplex ProSkill is based on the same concept, but it is applied to a year-long season 
of rental kart racing (see below on when the season officially begins). It’s the points system that we use to rank 
each racer in our system. Also, just like in professional racing, everyone starts off the season with the same 
number of points.  

 
How is ProSkill scored? 

Our racing ‘season’ begins on Feb. 1 and ends on December 31. This is when we reset everyone’s ProSkill. All 
racers begin the racing year with 1,200 ProSkill points. In addition, any new racers will begin with 1,200 
ProSkill points whenever their Racer Profile is first created.  
 
As you race, you accumulate points based on finishing results, according to your fastest lap time. ProSkill is a 
weighted system, meaning each time you race, you are scored against the racer with the best lap time. The 
number of points you win or lose is based on the ProSkill score of the other drivers in your race.   
 
Tips to improve your ProSkill Score: 

1.) One of the easiest ways to increase your ProSkill score is by racing more often. This is because 
each racer receives 5 points just for participating in a race.  

2.) To really increase your ProSkill score, you must beat other racers that have a high ProSkill score. 
For example, if I have a very high ProSkill and you had a low ProSkill, I would be expected to be 
able to beat you in a race. If I beat you, I would be awarded a small number of your ProSkill points. 
However, if you pull off an upset and beat me, you might be awarded 100 or more of my much 
larger number of ProSkill points. 

In a full rental race, there is a lot of sophisticated math that goes on to determine how many points each racer 
wins and loses. In most cases, about half of the racers will gain ProSkill points, and half will lose points. 
 

The numbers game.  

For example: As previously mentioned, all racers begin with 1,200 ProSkill points and each racer receives 5 
points just for competing in a race. If there were five racers in the first race when we opened on March 1, each 
racer would have 1,205 points as soon as the race begins. However, after the race is over, two of the racers 
would lose enough points to end up below 1,200 points, and two racers would gain points to be pushed above 
1,200 points: 

 

 



1st Place: gains 5 + 40 points for a new ProSkill score of 1,245 points 

2nd Place: gains 5 + 20 points for a new ProSkill score of 1,225 points 

3rd Place: only gains the 5 points for racing in the heat for a new ProSkill score of 1,205 points 

4th Place: gains 5 points but loses 20 points for a new ProSkill score of 1,185 points 

5th Place: gains 5 points but loses 40 points for a new ProSkill score of just 1,165 points 

 
For this race, the ProSkill math was very easy because each racer started the race with an equal amount of 
ProSkill points. However, if these same racers also raced each other in the second heat of the year, the 
calculations get much more complex. So, we let our high-tech timing and scoring system handle those 
calculations.   
 

Why does ProSkill matter? 

The answer is ProSkill doesn’t really matter, unless you are a little competitive like we are. For most of us, our 
competitive drive is strong and we want to get better and better every time we race, whether we’re competing 
against our friends or our own best lap time. However, it is important for you to know that ProSkill does NOT 
get you a “faster” kart or higher starting position on the grid. No perks, just pride! 

Check your ProSkill score often to see where you rank! 
 
 

 
 
What does it all add up to? A ProSkill Champion! 

In addition to fueling our competitive spirit, we add even more incentive for you to increase your ProSkill score 
throughout the season through our annual ProSkill Championship. To learn more about our annual ProSkill 
Championship and prizes, visit gopromotorplex.com/race-events. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

http://www.gopromotorplex.com/race-events/rental-kart-events/2018-proskill-championship/

